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Summary 

  Since the German philosopher Schleiermacher (1768～1834) 

Western philosophy has adopted a distinction between problems of 

"interpretation" and problems of "hermeneutics". "Interpretation" is the 

application of rules to an object (for example, a text) in order to 

distinguish wrong from correct interpretations. "Hermeneutics" does 

not share this applied chaaracter of "interpretation". "Hermeneutics" 

does not aim at explaining texts but instead relates to the act of 



understanding itself. The questions asked by the hermeneutician 

precede the work of the intepreter. What conditions must be fulfilled 

so that an act could be an act of understanding? Hermeneneutics 

consists of "principles"; interpretation of "rules". 

  The Nettippakara.na (Guide) is an extra-canonical Buddhist 

scripture, ascribed to the Buddha's disciple Kaccana. It intends to be 

a manual for commentators on the Buddhist scriptures. 

The Nettippakara (Guide) is an extra-canonical Buddhist scripture, 

ascribed to the Buddha's disciple Kaccana. It intends to be a manual 

for commentators on the Buddhist scriptures. 

The Nettippakara.na does not intend to be a commentary itself, nor is 

it merely a set of rules which the commentator can turn to whenever 

commenting on a difficult section in the scriptures. Modern Buddhist 

scholarship often uses the term "hermeneutics" in connection with 

the Nettippakara does not intend to be a commentary itself, nor is it 

merely a set of rules which the commentator can turn to whenever 

commenting on a difficult section in the scriptures. Modern Buddhist 

scholarship often uses the term "hermeneutics" in connection with 

the Nettippakara.na, however, with no or little regard to the strong 



philosophical underpinning which the concept of hermeneutics has 

received over the last two centuries. 

  This paper attempts to indicate in what sense 

the Nettippakara.na may 
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have hermeneutical value. In a first section I discuss the difference 

between the two categories of principles in the Nettippakara.na, the 

"haaras" and the "nayas". Both offer a number of angles from which 

one can investigate the text for "implications". The main section of the 

paper takes a closer look at the first class of principles, the haaras. I 

wish to confront the haaras with one specific question. One of the 

principles of hermeneutics is the idea that meaning is inexhaustible. In 

other words, it would be naive to suppose that complete 

understanding of everything is possible, if only we had sufficient rules 

of interpretation. Understanding is an ideal rather than an immediate 



goal. How do the haaras in the Nettippakara.na safeguard this 

"surplus of meaning"? 

Key words: 1. Nettippakara.na 2. hermeneutics 3. interpretation 4. 

haara 5. naya-vada, Buddhism and Jainism 
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  The recent association of Buddhism with hermeneutics cannot but 

arouse the interest of the western philosopher. In 1988 the Kuroda 

Institute published a collection of essays entitled "Buddhist 

Hermeneutics".[1]  A quick glance at the table of contents shows the 

wide applicability of the term hermeneutics. In his introductory pages 

to the volume Donald S. Lopez defines hermeneutics as "concerned 

with establishing principles for the retrieval of meaning". His definition 

is adopted by the various authors that have contributed to the volume. 

For all its diversity, the long Buddhist tradition has always developed 

theories of interpretation. From Kaccaana, disciple of the Buddha and 

http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn1


the alleged author of the first manual on scriptural interpretation, up to 

Shinran, Buddhists have sought to make sense of the word of the 

Buddha. To that end Buddhists have developed theories of 

interpretation, each in accord with the basic tenets of his respective 

school within Buddhism. 

  This seemingly wide──but justified──applicability of the term 

"hermeneutics" to Buddhism, paradoxically enough, has 

impoverished the idea of hermeneutics. Hermeneutics has become a 

strategy for distinguishing correct from incorrect interpretations. It has 

become a technique instead of an art. For example, in his own 

contribution on the Mahaayaana suutras, Lopez points out that the 

interpretational device of "skilful means" (upaaya) not only serves to 

accommodate certain ideas but that it also aims at subsuming certain 

rival philosophies. In his view, one hermeneutic (notice the singular!) 

may coexist beside the other and they may even conflict. 
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  The presence of such manifoldness within hermeneutics 

contradicts the fact that hermeneutics always has sought to attain 

universal value.[2]  The understanding that hermeneutics wishes to 

attain is not the kind of clarification that rules for interpretation can 

bring about. Rather it aims at the same kind of universality that, for 

example, one may expect from intelligibility (intelligibilitas). It does not 

make sense to say that there are different kinds of intelligibility. 

Buddhism is not intelligible to a non-Buddhist in a different way than to 

a Buddhist. What may be true is that the non-Buddhist lacks the 

information to make sense of Buddhism so that it may appear to him 

to be unintelligible. Intelligibility ceases being intelligibility if it is 

fragmentated. Similarly, hermeneutics does not incarnate itself in a 

set of rules that give raise to hierarchized or even conflicting 

interpretations. The great contribution of Friedrich Schleiermacher to 

hermeneutics was his realization that up to his days genuine 

hermeneutics had been inexistent for, so far, it had only been existing 

as a set of "applied hermeneutics": as theological, philological or 

juridical hermeneutics.[3] 

http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn2
http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn3
http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn3


  Having said this, what are we looking for in Buddhism? If the rich 

exegetical and interpretational history of the Buddhist tradition does 

not confirm our suspicion that Buddhism might have something to 

offer that comes close to the idea of hermeneutics, then what does? 

Probably, we first need to make clear what question we will address to 

Buddhism. To put "Buddhist hermeneutics" on the cover of a book 

already implies a particular way of posing the question. "Buddhist 

hermeneutics" 
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presupposes that the reader looks for a typical Buddhist way of doing 

hermeneutics and that he expects an answer to the question whether, 

and if so, under what form hermeneutics occurs in Buddhism. I 

believe it is safer to postpone this question. Buddhist doctrinal history 

is long and variegated enough to provide a positive answer to any 

question we pose it. It is better to take the many theories of 

interpretation in Buddhism just as we find them. We need not assume 



that they serve some ideal of understanding. Some of these rules do 

not contribute to understanding as such. The "classifications of 

teachings" (panjiao 判教) that have been developed in China, for 

example, actually are no more than an attempt to reduce 

inconsistencies in the vast canon of Buddhist scriptures to matters of 

scriptural transmission. 

  The question that I would address to these many theories of 

interpretation of Buddhism is as follows: "Do these theories and 

devices intend to generate meaning where there is none?" Closely 

related with this question is another one: "Do these theories and 

devices leave room for a 'surplus of meaning'?" Only this latter 

question does full justice to the never ending enterprise that 

hermeneutics intends to be.[4] Moreover, we also have to consider 

the tendency of genuine hermeneutics to time and again surpass its 

"applied" chaaracter and to become "universal". If we want to involve 

other than purely conceptual materials, for example, symbolism, in 

the hermeneutical enterprise, it seems that there is no other way than 

to put the initial question under the form we did. 

http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn4


  In what follows I wish to confront the Nettippakara.na (The Guide) 

with my question. The Nettippakara.na is a manual for commentators 

on the Buddhist canon, ascribed to Kaccaana, one of the direct 

disciples of the 
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historical Buddha. It has enjoyed great authority in the Theravaada 

tradition even though it never was incorporated in the canon (except 

in Burma). I shall not dwell on the problems of authorship of the Netti 

or on its relationship to another similar text, the Pe.takopadesa. These 

problems are irrelevant when it comes to the hermeneutical value of 

the Netti.[5]  The Nettippakara.na is a "guide" (netti) in the literal 

sense of the word. It has no meaning of its own; it just guides the 

commentator (or the reader) in his understanding of the Buddhist 

scripture. The Netti contains several quotations from scripture to 

illustrate its method and scope but does not intend to be a 

commentary itself.[6] 

http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn5
http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn6
http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn6


  

"Haara" and "Naya" 

  The Netti is organized around two principles: "haara" and "naya". 

Both offer a number of angles from which one can investigate the text 

for "implications". For example, one of the haaras examines individual 

words 
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as to their synonyms. For a reader of the Buddhist scriptures it would 

be almost self-evident to take this haara at face value as a technical 

rule. In the introduction to his translation ~Naa.namoli stresses that 

the Netti is quite distinct from a commentary in that it does not intend 

to give rules that one can apply to difficult sections in the canon. 

Rather, it gives a "number of contextuals departments within which 

the text can be considered for its particular implications".[7]  On which 

ground does ~Naa.namoli distinguish the Netti from a simple manual 

http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn7


of rules and procedures? Is the understanding that we gain through 

the application of a set of exegetical rules to a text really different from 

the same understanding obtained through considering the same text 

for its "particular implications"? ~Naa.namoli gives no reason why 

there should be a difference. From the philosophical point of view 

~Naa.namoli's distinction is trivial if we leave it as it is. Fortunately this 

need not be the case. A detour via Schleiermacher show us why. One 

of the important contributions of Schleiermacher to hermeneutics is 

that he was the first to discern the twofold a priori in the process of 

understanding.[8] Up to Schleiermacher the assumption was that 

understanding was an established fact and that the goal of the 

hermeneutical enterprise was to avoid "misunderstanding". 

Schleiermacher suggested that we may have reason to assume that 

"misunderstanding" is prior to "understanding" and that at all stages 

"understanding" must be actively sought. The difference between the 

first and the latter approach is merely one of rigour. We cannot prove 

that one of either positions is more adequate than the other. The merit 

of Schleiermacher is that he has articulated a dilemma which any 

form of practising hermeneutics must acknowledge even if only by 

http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn8


implication. In this sense ~Naa.namoli's distinction is hermeneutically 

relevant. If we read the Netti as a set of 
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rules which we have to apply, we presuppose that unhindered access 

to the actual meaning of the text is possible but that we have to clear 

the way ahead. If, on the contrary, we read the Netti as ~Naa.namoli 

wants us to, we reason the other way around. We are sure that we 

never will be able to understand the text adequately but we do make 

an effort to do so. The distinction between both options is 

fundamental but merely a matter of orientation. The first perspective is 

negative; the latter is positive. The first seeks to avoid 

misunderstanding; the second actively seeks to understand. 

~Naa.namoli follows Schleiermacher in that he would call the latter 

approach the more "rigorous approach" (die strengere Praxis in 

der [sc. Auslegungs] Kunst). 



  "Haara" and "naya" are the two criteria to judge whether a "sutta" is 

"yathaa-suttam". In the Netti "sutta" has a special technical meaning. 

"Sutta" usually simply stands for the material text of the suttas, the 

sermons of the Buddha. Sutta here connotes "coherence". A sutta of 

the Buddha is to be memorised because it represents the essence of 

his teachings. It is valid in itself. Another way of saying this is that it is 

coherent (as a "thread"). To make this clear Buddhism strictly 

distinguishesaagama or "teaching" of the Buddha from yukti (logic). 

Teachings of the Buddha, laid down in the suttas, cannot be 

contradicted by any logical reasoning. But the ideal of coherence 

does not only apply to the teachings of the Buddha as expressed in 

the words, the sentences and the texts they form. Coherence is as 

much a matter of the reader. Ideas are more likely to find a coherent 

expression in a certain text if we impose the criterium of coherence 

onto the text. Coherence also relates to the way we present and 

re-present the teachings of the Buddha. A discourse by the Buddha is 

more likely to last if we tie its ideas together into a coherent whole (a 

thread or sutta).[9]  The Buddhist simile is that of flowers on an altar. 

  

http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn9
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Without being tied together they are soon blown away whereas tied 

together by a "thread" they remain longer. Both aspects, the material 

text and the subjective act of understanding are equally important. 

Understanding is never a unilaterally objective or subjective event. A 

set of rules for the interpretation that would ideally cover all cases, 

does not exist. The ambiguity of the term sutta/"thread" suggests that 

we cannot simply retrieve the meaning of a text "as it was/is". A text 

always has meaning also because it has meaning for us. It seems that, 

for the Netti, the objective and the subjective pole of interpretation 

coincide in the act of the understanding. The Netti expresses this 

insight by its use of the word "sutta", a word that is half-metaforical, 

half-technical. It is not until this century that this insight will receive 

systematic articulation in the science of hermeneutics. 

  The Netti does not define haara and naya. In its introductory 

verses it says thathaara relates to the wording of a text (bya~njana), 

naya to its referent (attha). This cannot be taken for a definition 



of haara and naya for the Netti immediately adds that two of the 

three naya investigate the wording of the text instead of its referent. 

The Netti clearly fails to circumscribe haara and naya. The body of 

the Netti will not help much to clarify the distinction. Should we 

therefore leave it as it is? Not necessarily! The author of the Netti 

must have been aware that distinguishing between the words of a text 

and the many ideas corresponding to it is trivial. We know that there 

are words that need to be interpreted and it is equally clear that their 

referents sometimes need clarification. This formal distinction in itself 

does not suffice, however. To the hermeneutician, who seeks to 

analyse the act of understanding, it is quite irrelevant to know that 

there are words and referents. There can be words without referents 

(as in nonsensical speech) or referents without words. So, too, must it 

be possible to develop rules for the interpretation of either of both 

separately. Seeking to achieve a universal status for the 
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act of understanding, the hermeneutican will try to surpass this level 

of formal distinctions. Words and referents must be 

"investigated" (-vicaya), says the Netti. What "should be 

understood" (vi~n~neyyam) is not words and their referents, but 

"teaching"(desanaa) and "what is taught" (desita). "Teaching" slightly 

corresponds with wording and "what is taught" with what is referred to. 

Both pairs of terms differ in that "teaching" and "what is taught" cannot 

be separated. There is no teaching without something taught and vice 

versa. We cannot reason the message away in favour of its contents 

and vice versa. At the basis of every act of understanding for a 

Buddhist is this tension. The distinction between words and referents 

is just a formalization of this tension. 

  What do these considerations of the hermeneutician contribute to 

the Buddhologist's study of the Netti? They may help him to see that 

the sixteen haara and the five naya in the Netti are not two 

successive, isolated steps in interpreting Buddhist texts. 

  On the one hand, we cannot reduce "teaching" to "what is taught" 

by the Buddha. The Buddha uses several techniques to adapt to his 



audience. For example he recurs to several modes of discourse, to 

synonyms, etc. Likewise, there must be a similar skill on the side of 

the reader of the sermons of the Buddha. Examining the sermons of 

the Buddha is an ongoing, never-ending process that can be 

undertaken from different but complementary angles (the haaras). 

Any of these many perspectives highlights another aspect of the 

teaching of the Buddha. It would not be possible to examine the 

sermons in terms of haaras if it were possible to reduce the teachings 

of the Buddha to one single idea. Not one aspect of the teaching of 

the Buddha is inferior or superior to another. The very act of the 

Buddha's teaching in different ways cannot be reasoned way in favour 

of what the Buddha "really meant to say". 

  On the other hand, to fully understand the teaching we need to 

know "what is taught". Real understanding requires not only 

perspectivism. 
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We would not even know what understanding means was there not 

"something" to understand. But, for the reasons indicated, this 

"something" cannot be compressed into one or many discrete 

core-ideas. How then does the Buddhist hermeneutician try to 

understand the sermons of the Buddha knowing that he cannot 

systematize the teachings of the Buddha in terms of scholastic rubrics? 

If "what is taught" is no single "something", or various of these, the 

only way out for the hermeneutician is to develop a number of guiding 

ideas which guide the work of the interpreter. This is what happens in 

the second section of the Netti, on the five nayas. Unlike in the first 

section on the haaras, we find not a single direct quotation from the 

sermons of the Buddha. Instead, we find lists of types of mental 

"corruption", of "unprofit" and "profit", of "persons", ……all of them 

organized in dyads, triads, and tetrads and divided under 

five nayas (called "conversion of relishing", "trefoil", "play-of-lions", 

"plotting-of-directions" and "hook"). The nearest equivalent of 

the nayas in the Netti is not, as Bond suggests,[10]  the system 

of nayas in Jainism. Jainism has developed its naya-system as a 

http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn10


corollary to its idea that reality is infinitely manifold.[11]  Apart from its 

name there is nothing that fundamentally unites the Jain conception 

of naya and that of the Netti. The proper context of the Netti is not a 

metaphysical presupposition about the nature of reality, as in Jainism, 

but the interpretation of the sermons of the Buddha in terms of the 

tension between "teaching" and "what is 

taught", desanaa and desita. As I said, thenaya-section does not 

illustrate the individual nayas by referring to specific portions from the 

scriptures where it sees its principles at work. Yet each naya is 

composed of what 
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undoubtedly are ideas culled from the sermons of the Buddha. One 

way of dealing with the naya-section would be to deduce other ideas 

from it. But this would do injustice to the Netti as a sample of Buddhist 

hermeneutics and as such it would be of no use to future generations 

of commentators. 

http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn11


  Probably the Netti here applies a hermeneutical principle similar to 

the doctrine of the "Loci communes". This doctrine was introduced in 

1521 by Melanchton through his book with the same title. The "Loci 

communes" contains a summary of the main arguments of the Bible. 

Its aim is not to enable commentators to "draw the right conclusions" 

when interpreting the Bible for this would be mere deduction. The loci 

communes are a hermeneutical concept; not a tool. The Bible 

explains itself (sui ipsius interpres), thus Luther's maxim. Loci 

communes are an attempt to show how it explains itself.[12]  The 

reverence of Buddhism towards their canon of scriptures is not quite 

the sola scriptura principle operative in early modern hermeneutics 

(which was protestant). However, both do share the idea of 

"auto-interpretability". In Buddhism it is the Dhamma which is its own 

interpreter (sui ipsius interpres). The only criterion for interpreting the 

Dhamma is the Dhamma itself. The Dhamma must be understood in 

terms of itself.[13]  In light of a Dhamma that defies our human 

attempts to fully grasp it, the nayas can be nothing else than 

resources that help us to explain the "Dhamma with Dhamma". 

The Hermeneutical Nature of Each of the Haaras 

http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn12
http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn13


  Having considered the hermeneutical chaaracter of the Netti in 

general, I return to the two questions posed at the outset of this paper: 

"Do interpretational theories or devices in Buddhism generate 

meaning where there is none?" and "Do they leave room for a 'surplus 

of meaning'?" I 
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shall review the sixteen haaras of the Netti and try to assess to what 

extent they provide an answer to these questions. Whether the Netti 

offers as Buddhist hermeneutics or not depends on this answer. 

  The first of the sixteen haaras is desana-haara ("mode of 

conveying a teaching", in ~Naa.namoli's translation). The message of 

the Buddha cannot be understood unless we approach it as a 

teaching of some kind or another. The being-taught of the message of 

the Buddha needs to be taken account in any attempt at explanation 

or understanding. It is, so to say, one of the a priori's of the act of 



understanding of the reader/interpreter. Some texts should be 

approached in terms of "escape", others as "disappointment" and still 

others in terms of "gratification". Some sections in the sermons of the 

Buddha may appeal to our desire for "gratification" and thus best be 

understood in this sense. This is one of the aspects under which the 

material text of the Buddha's sermons can be approached. This 

perspective will be especially helpful for people of little intelligence. 

People with a higher degree of intelligence may focus on the 

message of the Buddha in terms of "disappointment". For the more 

advanced reader it suffices to consider the message of the Buddha in 

terms of escape. Such people need not be gratified by the text to find 

it "meaningful" as to their liberation from suffering. 

  One way of making sense of this first haara would be to say that it 

merely stresses the exceptional skill-in-means of the Buddha. This is 

unlikely, for another aspect under which one can consider the text is 

precisely "skill-in-means" (upaaya). Some sermons of the Buddha, or 

parts of it, may most fruifully be understood as a convenient fiction, 

suited and adapted to a specific audience. According to the Netti the 

Buddha "condenses" in his sermons for people of high intelligence; he 



"expands" for people of lesser intelligence and for people of little or no 

intelligence he "details". In this latter case the Buddha tells 

stories (nidessa) or explains about the origin of certain 

words(nerutti). If we take the Netti on its own 
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words, "telling stories" cannot be a form of skilful means. If 

skill-in-means really is a separate aspect to approach the message of 

the Buddha, there no longer can be sections in the text of the 

Buddha's sermons that are "merely" skill-in-means. Commentators 

have the tendency to know better what the Buddha really meant by 

saying or doing something than the Buddha himself. What the Netti 

seems to be doing in this first haara is taking our attention away from 

the Buddha. All we possess to understand the Buddha's message are 

a number of perspectives from which we can look at it. Just as two 

looks at the same object from opposite angles do not contradict each 

other but instead help us to form a more complete idea of the object, 



so do the different perspectives in this first haara. The message of the 

Buddha is single. For the Dhamma to be known to mankind, means to 

be taught. Once it is taught it is apprehended by people in different 

modes. Being one likewise means to be perspectivistic. The best 

access to the teaching is in its being taught. We have no direct access 

to it. But that Dhamma is always "taught Dhamma" entails that we can 

understand it from many perspectives without one less adequately 

representing the Dhamma than the other. If, for example, I do not right 

away understand how a particular sermon of the Buddha is conducive 

to my liberation ("escape"-haara) I can have a second or a third look 

at it. I can suspend my understanding in terms of "escape" and try to 

understand the text in terms of "disappointement" or see if I feel 

"gratified" through it. 

  The second haara (vicaya-haara or "mode of conveying an 

investigation") is an illustration of the idea that the Dhamma is sui 

ipsius interpres. At this point the interpreter investigates "terms, 

questions, answers and consecutivity (padam, pa~nham, vissajjanam, 

pubbaaparam)". Basically, the Netti does nothing more than to show 

how in a given section we need to analyse each of these four 



elements. At first this seems trivial. But questions presuppose more 

than we think. By asking "what is meant" we can already subsume 

different question under one root-question. In 
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doing so the Netti makes explicit what is implicit. It breaks though the 

literalness of the text to find meaning in the text. In other words, the 

presupposition of the Netti is that meaning is achieved in spite of the 

literalness of the text. That this is a specific option, and not the only 

viable one, is clear when we look at the Christian equivalent of the 

Netti, Augustine's "De Doctrina Christiana". For 

Augustine obscuritas is not a negative idea.[14]  In the case of trivial 

texts there is no problem: the question of understanding here does 

not pose itself. In texts that contain obscure passages, however, we 

owe it to the literalness of the text that we can understand it. We 

understand a text because it contains obscure passages. 

Unambiguous passages throw light on the obscure passages. But 

http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn14


these first passages need to be understood as well. Our 

understanding of these mainly springs from the tension they maintain 

with the obscure passages. Obscure passages save our intelligence 

from "boredom" and keeps it active also when it has to understand 

clear passages. For the Netti literalness is an obstruction that needs 

to be removed. For Augustine it gives us access to the meaning of a 

text. Both approaches are equally valid from a hermeneutical point of 

view. 

  The third haara (yutti-haara or "mode of conveying a construing") 

follows logically upon the preceding haara (∫156). I would suggest to 

change ~Naa.namoli's translation "construing" (for yutti) into 

"correctness" or "being in accordance with". At this point the Netti 

contains an allusion to the "Four Great Authorities" (cattaaro 

mahaapadese). The Four Great Auhorities are four instances that the 

Buddha himself has appointed in theMahaparinibbaana Sutta in case 

uncertainty would arise about certain important points of the 

Dhamma.[15]  These four authorities are to of consulted in the proper 

order. First, there is the authority of the Buddha 

  

http://ccbs.ntu.edu.tw/FULLTEXT/JR-BJ012/bj93628.htm?#_ftn15
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himself. What can be proven to be the word of the Buddha must be 

true. In the absence of this authority the other authorities that are to 

be consulted are: "a community of elders and distinguished teachers", 

if available; otherwise, a lose group of learned elders; and, finally, one 

such a learned elder.[16]  What matters for the Netti is not so much 

each of these authorities independently. Each of them has an 

authority that is guaranteed by the fact that it has been conferred 

upon them by the Buddha himself in the Mahaparinibbaana Sutta─

one of his major sermons. What is important from the perspective of 

the interpreter is our appeal to each of these authorities. An adequate 

understanding of the Dhamma does not depend on the level of 

"learnedness" of the "elder" consulted. Reaching "understanding" of 

the Dhamma is entirely a matter of the individual interpreter. His task 

consists in determining the "correctness" (yutti) of his appeal to the 

Four Great Authorities. The Four Great Authorities are right (so the 

Buddha declared!) but we may be wrong in invoking their authority to 
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support our interpretation of the text. Before one of the Great 

Authorities can endorse our interpretation we have to make sure 

whether our interpretation is in accordance (yutta) with the (1) Suttas, 

the (2) Vinaya and the (3) "Nature of Things"(dhammataa).[17]  A text 

consists of "terms" (pada) and 

"expressions" (bya~njana).Understanding these words is not merely a 

matter of saying what they refer to. For example, the words and 

expressions in a sermon of the Buddha (sutta) must be "descended 

into" (otaarayitabbaani). When these terms and expressions occur in 

a text that has to do with Discipline (vinaya) one must be able to 
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"see" them "for oneself" (sandassayitabbaani). In a text that relates to 

the "Nature of Things" (3) (I suppose, a scholastic text) what we read 

must be "be adaptable" (sc. to the Nature of 

Things) (upanikkhipitabbaani). But, when does all this happen? In the 

case of a text that relates to the Nature of Things this is relatively easy 
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to see. We understand a scholastic text properly when we are able to 

relate it to the Nature of Things. We ourselves understand the text but 

the text itself offers us the key: Texts on the Nature of Things are 

adaptable to the Nature of Things precisely because we approach 

them as texts on the Nature of Things. A text of the Nature of Things 

is a text on the Nature of Things inasmuch as it 

"is" pratiityasamutpaada. Here, as we encountered earlier in relation 

to the term "sutta", the Netti uses Nature of Things/Dhammataa in a 

double sense. It is both the material text as well as "principle". What 

does the interpreter do with the sermons of the Buddha (1)? He 

"descends into them", says the Netti. His interpretation of the suttas 

must be "accordance with" the principle of sutta-ness (or "coherence"), 

just as our interpretation of scholastic texts (i.e. texts on the Nature of 

Things) had to be "in accordance with" the principle of the 

Nature-of-Things. Texts that guide our conduct (2), finally, are well 

understood when they are related to our own situation, in other 

words to the principle that we are to be "guided out" (vi-naya): "In 

which Vinaya are the terms and expressions 'seen for oneself'? 



[answer of the Netti] in those Vinaya-texts that contain reference 

to raaga, dvesa and moha." 

  In the Netti, "sutta", "vinaya" and "dhammataa" (or abhidharma) 

are auto-interpretative. They set themselves their own principles for 

interpretation. Only when the interpreter acknowledges this can he 

invoke one of the four Great Authorities to endorse his interpretation 

of the text.[18] 
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  The fourth haara analyses "footings" (pada.t.thaana) or, 

paraphrasing, it searches for "that which makes something possible". 

The Netti explains itself by analysing the twelve-membered chain of 

dependent origination: member one of the chain is the "footing" of 

member two as two is to three, and so on (∫164-165). As such this 

fourth haara is utterly useless. The modern hermeneutician does not 

need the Netti to know that ideas follow from one another. Though the 

"footings" haara is of little or no direct exegetical use to today's reader, 
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it has hermeneutical value. The fourth haara touches upon the act of 

understanding itself without itself explaining anything. This 

"understanding" is, of course, in the first place the understanding of 

the modern (and not so modern) Buddhologist. What does it mean to 

say that a Buddhologist understands a certain term in the texts? For 

example, what does pa~n~naa mean? A common procedure adopted 

by Buddhist scholars is to point to a referent that in fact refers back 

to pa~n~naa. Trying to understand pa~n~naa in Buddhology often is 

no more than recording a list of synonyms that explain each other 

mutually. We need the synonym to explain pa~n~naa but at the same 

time need pa~n~naa to explain the synonyms. The 

"footings" haara proves its value here as warning against such a form 

of Buddhology. "Footings"/pada.t.thaana does not mean anything in 

itself. It always implies lakkhana. Both relate to each other as "forma" 

and "materia". Pa~n~naa is no longer an "empty" idea (as it is in 

much Buddhist scholarship) if we can show where it derives it 

"materia" or "substance" from, i.e. from the Four Noble 

Truths (saccaani). But this alone does not yet 

prevent pa~n~naa becoming something like one of the members of 



the twelve-membered chain when it is wrongly understood. 

The materia-forma scheme belongs to the structure of the act of 

understanding itself. Pa~n~naa too has "forma": pajaana. 

  The fifth haara (lakkhana-haara) takes up 

the "lakkhana-mrssigkeit" of the act of understanding. Briefly, it says 

that "when one idea is mentioned, by way of implication all other ideas 

of 'like chaaracteristic' (eka-lakkhanaa) 
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too are intended". One, again, might use this as an exegetical device, 

for example to reduce discrete terms to one basic idea (as in the case 

of the twelve-membered chain of dependent origination). However, if 

the Netti is really a sample of Buddhist hermeneutics, this is 

insufficient. Probably, lakkhana or chaaracteristic has not so much to 

do with "what is understood" as with our "understanding" itself. No 

understanding, and a fortiori no Buddhist form of understanding, is 



possible without some structure of"lakkhana-mrssigkeit" in it. With an 

example of the Netti: If the Buddha says that the eye is "impermanent", 

this same statement applies also to the ear, the nose and to all other 

ideas of like "chaaracteristic". This may be so because the Buddha 

says so. However, it is true in the first place because we make the 

association. A seventh sense-faculty, discovered after the Buddha, 

would force us to subsume it under the group of six. It is because we 

can make such associations according to "likeness of chaaracteristic" 

that understanding the Buddha remains possible though never 

complete. 

  In the sixth haara (catubyuuha-haara or "Mode conveying a 

Fourfold Array") we find that the interpreter should analyse the 

"etymology" (nerutti), the "intention"(abhippaaya), the 

"circumstances" (nidaana) and the "sequence" of the words and 

phrases in the text. To discuss this haara we quote two sections from 

the Sutta Nipaata, a statement by the cattle-owner Dhaaniya, followed 

by the answer of the Buddha. Together they are the first of a whole 

series of quotations under the heading "circumstances": 



A man with children finds relish through his children; 

And a cattle-owner likewise through his cattle. 

These essentials of existence are a man's relish; 

Who has them not will never relish find. (Sn. 33) 

A man with children finds sorrow through his children; 

And a cattle-owner likewise through his cattle. 
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These essentials of existence are a man's sorrow; 

Who has them not will never sorrow find. (Sn. 34)[19] 

  Does it add anything significant to our understanding of the text to 

know under which circumstances and with what intention in mind the 

Buddha uttered his answer to Dhaaniya? Does our understanding of 

the text depend upon on this knowledge or is just 

"footnote-knowledge"? I believe that we do not understand this 

passage unless we ask for its "intention" and "circumstances". Our 
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understanding of this text does not, so to say, accompany the text as 

we have it in front of us. Meaning is something we have to recover 

from the text. The second and third member of this haara helps us in 

this respect. 

  Let us analyse the answer of the Buddha! The Buddha's statement 

that man finds sorrow through his children is not a statement that is 

valid by virtue of itself. It would be un-Buddhist to believe that things 

exist which cause suffering in absolute way. The Buddha says that 

children are a source of sorrow but he does not "intend" to say that 

one should consider them as the cause of sorrow. What he "intends" 

to say is something different, namely that one has to abandon the 

idea that through and in children relish can be found. Nonetheless, if 

we leave it to the inspiration of the reader to understand the meaning 

of the text from the Suttanipaata the result will be something 

meaningless. If we leave the text from the Suttanipaata as it is, hoping 

that it will spontaneously release its meaning, the only thing that can 

happen is that we understand it wrongly. We should address the text 

through such distinctions as the one between 
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"intention" and "circumstances". Only then can we find meaning 

where there is none or where it threatens to become nonsensical. 

Actually, in the dialogue between Dhaaniya and the Buddha it is 

irrelevant to know that Dhaaniya's question was the "circumstance" 

that led the Buddha to his statement. But the interpretational device of 

"circumstance" becomes important. The dialogue has the right 

meaning because there is a difference between "intention" and 

"circumstances". 

  Something of the sophisticatedness of this reconstruction of the 

logic behind the Netti is explained by the fact that Buddhist texts do 

not necessarily subdivide themselves in sections relating to the 

"intention" of the Buddha and sections relating to the "circumstances". 

As I have tried to demonstrate with the Netti's quotation from the 

Suttanipaata the distinction between "intention" and "circumstances" 

helps us to put the right meaning into the text. But this distinction, if 

we follow the Netti, is not something that is empirically observable. 



We cannot list "intentions" and "circumstances" in a glossary 

appended to the sermons of the Buddha (as is possible for images 

and similes).[20] 

  The tenth haara is simply called "synonyms" (vevacana). Is there 

any point in stressing the fact that the interpreter should search for 

synonyms for the words he does not understand? Would not every 

reader do this spontaneously without the need of a rule which 

prescribes him to do so? As a rule of interpretation this haara is trivial. 

From the point of view of the hermeneutician it is not. 

  What does "synonym" mean? Two definitions of "synonym" are 

possible. Either, we may say that a synonym is the equivalent of 

another expression that refers to the same idea: "(...) The Blessed 

One demonstrates 
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a single idea by means of many synonyms".[21]  Or, in a somewhat 

weaker version, we may stress the mere interchangeability of these 

expressions. This distinction is important for it entails two different 

conceptions of the idea to which the synonyms refer and, therefore, 

two different attitudes towards the Dhamma preached by the Buddha. 

In each case, the single idea (dhamma/Dhamma) referred to has 

another meaning. In the first definition, it is something 

abstract-indeterminate. If, as happens in the second definition, we 

simply confine ourselves to the observation that synonyms are merely 

interchangeable expressions, we do not preclude the possibility that 

somewhere there might exist a vevacana which accurately renders 

the "single idea", that we once even might find it and thus make the 

preaching of the Buddha redundant. 

  What is the relevance of this distinction for the Buddhist who is 

confronted with a text on which he wants to comment? One major 

chaaracteristic of many Buddhist texts is that they want to say a lot 

about things that actually can or may never be adequately described 

or qualified. A good example is the idea of 

"insight" (pa~n~naa). Buddhist commentary or exegesis becomes 
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genuine hermeneutics when it tries to do full justice to the Middle Way 

in the way it comments upon texts. Ideally, a Buddhist commentary 

ought to avoid to be both exclusively affirmative as well as exclusively 

negative. A good Buddhist commentary does not postulate its 

definition of "insight". But neither does it end up being merely 

apophaticism. This is a very delicate balance. What, to give another 

example, will the commentator do with the eulogy of nirvana found in 

the Netti?[22]  Let us assume that the Buddhist commentator has 

nothing but the bare text in front of him and that in some way or 

another he needs to make 
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sense of it. The question that the Buddhist commentator, and any 

commentator for that matter, ought to ask himself is as follows: 

Do I not understand the text wrongly by reading it, thus reading it, 

saying either too much or too little on nirvaana? 
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This is the ambiguous situation in which the commentator finds 

himself. How to find a way out of it? One way would be to adopt 

the vevacana/"synonyms" haara. This haaradoes not help him to 

explain the text; a good dictionary would help him more here. Rather, 

the vevacana/"synonyms" haara is a scheme which the commentator 

integrates in his act of understanding the text. Understood in the first 

of two definitions we gave to "synonym", it structures his 

understanding of the text. It is only after this first step that the 

commentator may proceed to the actual explanation of the text. 

  From the level of "words" in the tenth haara the Netti proceeds to 

the level of "descriptions" in the eleventh haara. Just as one single 

idea has several synonyms, it also may be expressed in several 

equivalent "descriptions" or pa~n~natti. To illustrate the 

hermeneutical value of this haara let us take the following section: 

How could a man to sensual desires stoop 

Who pain has seen and that wherefrom it sources? 

Who knows they make for clinging in the world 

Should mindful train in guiding them away.[23] 



  We can easily recognize the four Noble Truths in this text. Each of 
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these four Noble Truths represents one "single idea" (eka 

dhamma). As such an idea is not something we can have knowledge 

of. To know what an abstract idea, such as "suffering", means we 

need descriptions. "Descriptions" or pa~n~nattis mediate; literally, 

they "make known" (from pa~n~naapeti). "Who pain has seen" (in the 

second line) is an attempt to describe the idea of suffering. According 

to the Netti, the phrase "who pain has seen" does two things: it 

describes the abstract idea of "suffering" by being a "synonym" for it 

and by being an "adequate analysis or diagnosis" of it.[24] The fact 

that "someone has seen pain" is a good illustration of the abstract 

idea of suffering (= "synonyms"). And, if we want to have a good 

analysis of our existence in terms of the abstract idea of suffering, we 

will find it in the same phrase "(...) who pain has seen" (= "adequate 

analysis or diagnosis"). This phrase, however, is not the only possible 
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one; we can imagine many other words, phrases and sentences in the 

Buddhist canon that all describe the abstract idea of suffering in their 

own way. For each of these one or more different types of 

"descriptions" can be developed and each given a technical name. It 

is clear why this is hermeneutics: we can never fully exhaust the 

meaning of the idea of suffering; speaking of suffering and other key 

ideas of Buddhism through the mediation of "descriptions" 

acknowledges and at the same time preserves this surplus of 

meaning. 

  The thirteenth haara is, again, of a striking trivialness. ~Naa.namoli 

(p. lxxii) explains the haara called sodhana or "clearing up" as 

the haara which shows "how the subject-matter of a question must be 

covered by the answer". Bond's explanation is similar to 

~Naa.namoli's: The commentator understands the answer to a 

question correctly only if he can point to the "spirit which motivates the 

question".[25] 
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  If we maintain that the Netti is about hermeneutics, questions of 

correct and incorrect interpretation are irrelevant. A hermeneutician 

will not look for rules to guide his interpretation in the right direction. 

Hermeneutics has no rules; it has only principles. It surpasses the 

level of interpretation. Hermeneutics relates to the act of 

understanding itself and tries to discover the principles according to 

which it operates. This particular haara, the "clearing up", is 

hermeneutical for another reason─for its preserving a "surplus of 

meaning". 

  What is the "question" meant by this haara? Within every question, 

we can distinguish between the padam or "term", the material aspect 

of the question, and the "instigation" (aarambha) which causes 

someone to ask this question. The implication of this is that answers 

are never related to a question as such. There is no one-to-one 

correspondence between an answer and a question asked. It is true 

that it helps to know what exactly a given portion in a Buddhist text is 

an answer to. Everything the Buddha expounds in the sutras is 

relevant. When a particular utterance of the Buddha gives the 



opposite impression, it will be the interpreter's task to clarify why the 

Buddha uttered it. One way of doing this, is to find some question to 

which the Buddha's utterance could have been or could be an answer. 

This would be "explanation"─not yet hermeneutics─and it would not 

be what the "clearing up" haara expects us to do. We should not try to 

establish a causal link between the Buddha's answer and some 

question. The Buddha's utterances have universal value. They are 

true for a Buddhist even if the Buddhist is unable to identify one 

particular question to which the Buddha's utterance might be an 

answer. The Buddha's teaching is universal and hence 

"inexhaustible": It is valid even when we cannot immediately point to 

one specific question to which it is an answer. 

  What makes a portion in the scriptures understood by the 

commentator is not solely the fact that he can identify some question 

at the basis of it. 
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Surely, this is important but it is not enough. For example, if we read 

the Buddha's words "By ignorance is the world shut in," we may 

simply refer to "What is the world shut in by?"[26]  If we read an 

utterance of the Buddha like "suffering is the world's greatest fear", we 

may likewise assume that someone asked a question "what is the 

world's greatest fear?" and that the Buddha's answer is an answer to 

this question. But we have to realise that answers may answer more 

than the material contents of a question (its padam). In this particular 

case the Buddha's answer is also an answer to the situation from 

within which the question "what is the world's greatest fear?" was 

asked.  The interlocutor asks the Buddha a question within a context 

of suffering, of which he seems to be unaware, and he receives an 

answer from the Buddha which makes him right away aware of the 

context from within which he asks his question. In other words, a 

question is never a monadic entity. In answering a question more is 

involved than exhausting the contents of the question. For example, 

the answer "My name is Philip" is fully understood when we know that 

someone asked the question "What is your name?". Here the answer 
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exhausts the question. But the answers of the Buddha are manifold. It 

is good for the commentator to realize that if the Buddha says that 

"suffering is the greatest 
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fear of the world," that he does more than answer a question posed by 

someone. A person may have many conscious reasons and/or 

unconscious causes to ask a question which remain unexpressed in 

the words (padam) of the question. A question means more than it 

says. A commentator is a hermeneutician from the moment he 

acknowledges this surplus of meaning. 

  The fourteenth haara introduces two important technical terms: 

"unity" (ekattataa)and "diversity" (vemattataa). The Netti illustrates 

this haara with a number of examples. Each of these begins with the 

question "What is X?" (katamam X?). If we, for example, ask what 

"suffering" means we expect to receive an answer which would allow 



us to gain a clair and distinct idea of suffering. We want to know 

"what" suffering is. But is it right to expect such an answer? The Netti 

answers the question "what is suffering?" with a whole list of things 

that are suffering: birth, ageing, sickness, the five khandhas, etc.─

and adds that this is "diversity". If the commentator expects the Netti 

to be a help in his interpretation of the scriptures, it turns out to be 

doing exactly the opposite. 

  What then does the Netti want to make clear with this haara? It 

says that ideas can be explained as a "unity" or as a "diversity" 

without their meaning being altered (thus Bond, 1982, 92). But is this 

all there is to be said about this haara? It is true that "the essential 

unity of the Dhamma can be expressed in diverse ways" (ibid.) but do 

we need the Netti to convince us of this? Perhaps Dhammapala's 

commentary to the Netti is more elucidating. The root-verse belonging 

to this haara reads as follows: 

ekattataaya dhammaa // ye pi ca vemattataaya nidditthaa  

te na vikappayitabbaa // eso haaro adhi.t.thaano (Hardy, p. 4) 

~Naa.namoli translates this as: 



Ideas when demonstrated by // [both] unity and diversity 
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Need thereby suffer no disjunction:// This mode conveys Expression's 

Terms (p.10, ∫18) 

There is no reason to maintain "expression's terms" as a translation 

for adhi.t.thaano. Apart from this, there is the hybrid expression 

"suffer disjunction". It is not at all clear what this could mean. I would 

suggest the following paraphrase: 

Ideas are demonstrated by unity or diversity 

but may not be imposed upon the text, hence this haara, called 

"standing beyond". 

  In his commentary to this section Dhammapaala explains "unity" as 

"sameness"(saama~n~na) and "diversity" as 

"differentiation" (visesa). For Dhammapaala unity and diversity are 



concepts which we impose upon (vikappeti) the text and he rightly 

points out that the fourteenth haara precisely warns us not to do so: 

In the sermons of the Buddha ideas are taught in terms of "sameness", 

for example when the Buddha speaks about the "origin of suffering", 

or they are taught in terms of differentiation, for example in terms of 

"birth, ageing, thirst consisting in desire, thirst consisting in becoming, 

etc.". We are inclined to superimpose categories of "sameness" and 

"differentiation" by asking questions as "What is sameness in this text? 

And what is differentiation?" We must not do so.[27] 
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"Sameness" and "differentiation" are fictions, literally: "they have no 

position"(anava.t.thaana). They do not correspond to something we 

could isolate from the text. We cannot make one list of terms in the 

teachings of the Buddha that are expressions in terms of "sameness" 

and another, parallel list of terms which he used to express 
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"differentiation". Dhammapala compares the problem of "sameness" 

and "differentiation" in interpreting the sermons of the Buddha with 

our use of the terms "today" and "tomorrow" or "east" and "west". 

These are "differentiations" of the terms "time" and "direction". The 

relationship between "sameness" and "differentiation" in the Buddha's 

sermons is similar. The following example from the Netti might 

suggest that there are terms in the sermons of the Buddha that are by 

definition units ("sameness") and others that exist only in order to 

differentiate: 

Suffering is a unity. Herein, what is suffering?─Birth is suffering, 

ageing is suffering, sickness is suffering, death is suffering, 

association with the loathed is suffering, dissociation from the loved is 

suffering, not to get one's wish is suffering, in brief the five categories 

of assumption are suffering: form is suffering, feeling is suffering, 

perception is suffering, determinations is suffering, consciousness is 

suffering. This is a diversity. (transl. ~Naa.namoli, p.103, ∫424) 

Is this a pattern of interpretation set out by the Netti which we can 

apply in other instances? Not if we follow Dhammapaala: 



Although the expression "This is suffering" is "sameness" if seen from 

the point of view of the series beginning with birth; speaking from the 

point of view of the [four Noble] Truths, it is itself "differentiation".[28] 
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Dhammapaala seems to suggest that it is not enough to simply know 

which sections in the sermons of the Buddha are phrased in terms of 

"sameness" and which ones in "differentiation", and then explain each 

of them accordingly. "Unity" (ekatattaa) and 

"diversity" (vemattataa), "sameness" (saama~n~na) and 

"differentiation" (visesa) are categories that belong to the text itself 

and that constitute its richness. They are like a quick succession of 

alternating perspectives which never fully capture the over-all view of 

the object. It is this richness which the interpreter must respect when 

he comments upon the sermons of the Buddha. 
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《引導論》：佛教詮釋學？ 

馮浩烈 

英國牛津大學 

  

提要 

 自從德國哲學家施雷馬柴（1768～1834）之後，西方哲學已經對「解

釋」和「詮釋」有所區別。「解釋」是對於一個對象（譬如，經文）運

用若干規則以釐清錯誤的解釋。「詮釋」就不具有「解釋」的性格，其

目的不在解釋經文，而是與了解的行為有關。詮釋學者所問的問題，優

於解釋者的工作。哪些條件必須滿足才能稱為了解的行為呢？詮釋包含

「原則」──「規則」的解釋。 

 《引導論》是不被收在三藏內的佛教論典，相傳是佛的弟子迦旃延所

造。其目的是要當作佛經註疏家的手冊。《引導論》無意成為一部論書，

也不是佛經註疏家碰上難題時可以尋求協助的一套規則。現代佛教學術

界常常把《引導論》看成詮釋學的著作，卻完全忽略或很少注意到最近

二百年來詮釋學的堅強哲學基礎。 



 本文嘗試說明《引導論》具有什麼樣的詮釋學價值。在第一部分，我

討論了《引導論》中〈範疇〉和〈方法〉二品的內容差異。二者都提供

了不少角度，讓吾人從經文中尋得真正「含意」。本文的主要部分，則

仔細檢視〈範疇〉這一品。我想提出一個特殊問題質疑〈範疇〉。詮釋

學有一個原則：意義是無盡的。換言之，如果認為我們只要掌握充分的

解釋規則就可能完全了解一切事物，未免太天真了。了解是一種理想，

而非觸手可及的目標。《引導論．範疇品》如何防衛這種「過剩的意義」

呢？ 

關鍵詞：1.《引導論》 2.詮釋學 3.解釋 4.範疇 

 5.佛教和耆那教方法學 
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[question of Ajita]: 

(1) ken' assu nivuto loko//(2) ken' assu na ppakaasati 

(3) kissaabhilepana.m bruusi//(4) ki.m su tassa mahabhayyan ti? 

[answer of the Buddha] 

(1') Avijjaaya nivuto loko//(2') vicicchaa pamaadaa na ppakaasati 

(3') jappaabhilepana.m bruumi//(4') dukkham assa mahabbhayan ti 

[author of the Nettippakara.na] 

(1) ti pa~nhe (1') ti Bhagavaa padam sodheti no ca aarambha.m [and 

so on for (2)/(2') and (3)/(3')] 

(4) ti pa~nhe (4') ti Bhagavaa padam sodheti, suddho aarambho 

(Hardy, p. 70-71) 

[27] (Nettipakara.na A.t.thakathaa, Cha.t.tha Sa^ngaayana CD-ROM, 

Myanmar page 28): Ye dhammaa "dukkha.m samudayo" ti aadinaa 
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